Building Momentum For The Pay Equity
Movement In BigLaw
Law360, New York (December 21, 2016, 11:04 AM EST) -- What does
it mean for a woman lawyer when she pursues a career in private
practice in 2016? She is equally likely to graduate at the top of her law
school class, equally likely to be hired by a law firm and equally likely
to approach her work with enthusiasm — but very unequally likely to
be paid the same as her male colleagues. Outside of the practice of
law, the explanations for why there is a pay gap run the gamut,
including the notions that women need to catch up as they are new to
the workforce or the fact that motherhood and the part time wage
penalty are to blame.[1] While studies have shown multiple and
complex reasons for the pay gap, the facts in BigLaw and in the legal
profession as a whole are, of course, otherwise. Women have been
graduating from law schools in very large numbers for over 30 years
and the majority of women in firms work full time and long hours. Yet in
spite of their talent, ambition and plenty of hard work — women
lawyers get paid less at every level of practice.
The pay gap shows up within the first few years, and then widens up
the ranks of law firm positions.[2] Not only do women fail to achieve
each higher equity and nonequity partnership as often as men, when
they do get promoted, their income does not keep pace with their male
colleagues. Recent data show that women equity partners — those at
the highest level of law firms — earn 80 percent of their male peers.[3]
In more concrete terms, experienced women lawyers have to work 73
more days than men, until April 14 of the following year, simply to earn
what their male colleagues enjoyed on Dec. 31 of the year before.[4]
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For 30 years, the American Bar Association Commission on Women in
the Profession has been surveying, monitoring and supporting
equitable advancement and compensation of women lawyers. The
commission has sponsored compensation initiatives such as "Closing
Wendi S. Lazar
the Gap: A Road Map for Achieving Gender Pay Equity in Law Firm
Partner Compensation"[5] and has engaged with experts, including social scientists, to
recommend meaningful progress in law firm compensation systems. The commission’s
work shows that in far too many law firms, there continues to be a gender pay gap and
parallel gaps in law firm leadership and members of compensation committees.

Why Does the Pay Gap Continue to Exist?
When BigLaw hires associates from law schools or after clerkships, men and women
generally start at the same salary.[6] This is lockstep — a system many BigLaw firms
continue to embrace. However, as women associates progress into more senior roles, their
opportunities to litigate large cases, receive credit for originating clients and become a
partner lag behind their male counterparts.[7] A greater proportion of women are placed in

“counsel” positions than in partner positions, a placeholder for lawyers that firms deem not
“suitable” to become partners.[8] Even after becoming a first-level or nonequity partner,
women are frequently without a sponsor or left out of the grooming process. In some firms,
whether by design or through implicit bias, women lawyers have fewer opportunities for
client networking and client marketing. These reduced opportunities mean not only less
client visibility but also less ability to originate clients, distribute work or be involved in
leadership. The partners who make compensation decisions are typically limited to a small
group of senior lawyers and are less likely to be diverse.
The result is no surprise and what the bottom-line data show: fewer women in the top ranks
of firms and a well-known compensation gap between men and women equity partners. The
typical decision-making dynamics perpetuate the status quo so that year after year, the vast
majority of private firms have many fewer women than men at the top.[9] Moving firms is not
necessarily a solution as women face the “prove it again” problem.[10] If women move in a
team, they are often perceived as service partners to the male team leadership and if
moving alone, need to prove their worth while their male counterparts are assumed to be of
value.[11]
The crux of compensation in most law firms is origination credit. In a survey developed by
the Center for Worklife Law and the commission, 41 percent of white male lawyers but 60
percent of women lawyers reported that they are pressured to service other partners’ clients
rather than originate their own.[12] Further, women partners have reported that men can be
reluctant to split credit with women and will more easily do so with men. Some firms
penalize women when they take maternity leave by counting their metrics as zero for the
months they are on leave, and sometimes transferring women’s clients to male partners.[13]
Of course, not all firms have these impediments although there are enough reports to
conclude that “the fact that women report lower origination credit is often the result of
gender bias.”[14]
A decade’s worth of multiple bar association initiatives, conferences, corporate law
summits, detailed research reports and opinion pieces has seemingly fallen on the deaf
ears of BigLaw. But recent events — including this past election cycle — presage
substantial movement towards pay equity in law firms. While we are not in the business of
predicting the future, there are tangible signs that very quickly in the next few years law
firms will simply not be able to rest on inaction when it comes to gender pay equity and the
broader arena of advancement of women into senior law firm roles. Of course, that
assumes that enough women will remain at these firms and stay engaged.

What Signs Show Meaningful Change is on the Horizon for Pay Equity?
The context for gender pay equity in the legal profession has become broad and deep. No
longer are women a curiosity in legal practice, rather they are occupying high-profile roles at
the top ranks of the judiciary, corporations and law schools. As shown in “A Current Glance
at Women in the Law May 2016,” published by the American Bar Association Commission
on Women in the Profession,[15] 24 percent of Fortune 500 chief legal officers are women;
more than 33 percent of all active federal judges are women; and 31 percent of law school
deans are women. When private firms cannot provide the same type of diverse profile at
their senior levels, they are viewed as out-of-date, elitist and the wrong match-up for

corporate clients.
Clients, especially corporate clients, are finally demanding — not simply asking — that their
outside law firms provide diverse lawyers. Companies view gender diversity as a matter of
talent management: unless there is full access at all levels to a diverse range of lawyers,
then clients will not have the benefit of the best talent. The American Bar Association has
provided tools that clients can use with respect to their law firm providers. One is "Power of
the Purse: How General Counsel Can Impact Pay Equity for Women Lawyers.”[16] Written
for implementation by in-house counsel, these guidelines cover the business case for
eliminating the gender gap at law firms, best practices and a "Checklist of Action Items to
Advance Gender Diversity among Outside Counsel.” The ABA recently developed a model
diversity survey template for companies and law firms to use in assessing progress on
diversity of outside counsel, including gender diversity.[17]
In summer 2016, the chief legal officers of 24 Fortune 1000 companies sent a letter to their
colleagues at other Fortune 1000 companies asking them to support ABA Resolution 113,
to direct a greater percentage of their legal services spend to law firms that show
meaningful progress on diversity.[18] This initiative followed a creative program
implemented by Microsoft, in which participating firms may earn an annual bonus based on
their performance in increasing diversity in three aspects of a firm’s leadership: (1) leading
the management of the law firm; (2) leading the law firm’s relationship with Microsoft; and
(3) leading Microsoft’s legal matters. [19]
More and more men are advocating for gender diversity. As one male general counsel of a
global company put it: “If it is only women talking about diversity, it becomes a women’s
issue. If it is only ethnic people talking about diversity, it is an ethnic person’s issue,” he
said. “Men need to be talking too because this is about how we ensure we get the very best
talent in our companies.”[20] Bill Proudman, CEO and co-founder of White Men as Full
Diversity Partners, notes the power of men who “notice their privilege and learn to use it
honorably.”[21]
A number of states that include large numbers of lawyers have passed gender pay equity
laws that encourage or mandate disclosure. States such as California, Massachusetts and
New York have passed statutes requiring equal pay for substantially similar work based on
skill, effort and responsibility and performed under similar working conditions. And most
statutes also bar employers from forbidding employee discussions of compensation. In the
same vein, new U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission regulations require
employers to begin reporting compensation data by gender, race and ethnicity within pay
“bands.” While these laws are not directed at BigLaw and may exclude equity partner
compensation, there is a trend nonetheless to demystify compensation and equalize the
playing field for professional women.
Lawsuits by senior women lawyers have bubbled up. Even as recently as a few years ago,
a lawsuit against a major firm on the basis of gender discrimination was a rarity. This year
alone we have seen several new cases against legal employers. A woman partner
sued Chadbourne & Parke LLP specifically about pay equity, alleging that women partners
were compensated less than male partners. A woman partner sued Sedgwick LLP alleging
that she was not promoted to equity partner and punished for speaking out. An employee
sued Jones Day claiming she was laid off because of her pregnancy, age and gender.

Farmers Group reached a $4 million settlement plus $1.8 million in attorney fees to resolve
class action claims that it paid female staff attorneys less than male attorneys. While some
firms may take the “hunker down” approach to these challenges, we suspect that many
other firms will take a much harder look at whether they need a pay equity program and
how their programs for allocating salary and other compensation measure up against an
“equity” standard.

At a Practical Level, What are Reasonable Solutions to Implement Pay Equity
Programs?
Fortunately, there are good guidelines for law firms and more research is being conducted.
Perhaps most prominent is the American Bar Association’s “Closing the Gap: A Road Map
for Achieving Gender Pay Equity in Law Firm Partner Compensation.”[22] No title could be
more to the point. And we urge our readers to become familiar with the best practices
described in this publication. In 2017 a study of “bias interrupters” will be released, cosponsored by the ABA Commission on Women in the Profession and the Minority Corporate
Counsel Association and performed under the direction of Joan Williams from the Center for
Work Life Law. The research is designed to enable organizations to apply the same
innovative problem-solving approaches they routinely use for their business challenges to
the challenge of implicit bias.
In addition to concrete best practices and bias interrupters, we believe there are two
overriding factors that will determine whether a law firm will manage a meaningful pay
equity program. One is candor: Does a firm have the will or courage to look hard at whether
it is currently achieving pay equity and talk about the problems and solutions? We are well
aware that the term “firm” implies one fully integrated set of values and goals whereas in
reality, today’s firms are far from unified internally on the issue of diversity.
And that fact leads to a second critical factor: leadership and accountability from the top.
And so we end where we began. For all of the diversity initiatives and diversity officers that
law firms have supported, women remain a small minority of equity partners.
It will take a meaningful change in the structure of BigLaw and the systems that manage,
govern and reward lawyers before pay equity will be the norm. The firms that are in the lead
on gender pay equity will reap the benefits: increased retention of experienced women
lawyers, increased client recognition, and a richer array of diverse and talented lawyers to
compete in today’s legal marketplace.
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